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Welcome to the 7th Issue
of the Policy Compass Newsletter
Dear reader,
We have reached the end of the Policy Compass project, in a very
fascinating jounrey of research and innovation that has produced some
remarkable results. We are publishing the final newletter that provides a
summary of the latest project's results and activities. We hope you will
enjoy reading and stay in touch through our website!

Project Coordinator: Dr. Yury Glikman
Fraunhofer FOKUS, Germany
yury.glikman@fokus.fraunhofer.de
Dissemination Responsible: 
Dr. Sotiris Koussouris, NTUA-DSSLab, Greece
skous@epu.ntua.gr
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Final Policy Compass Platform
After three productive years, the Policy Compass platform has been finalised.
Visit https://policycompass.eu/ to browse our paltform!
The visitor meets a modern landing page, leading to an ensemble of interesting
and valuable tools and functionalities, indicatively including:
•

Datasets’ uploading

•

Registering historical events

•

Data visualisation

•

Causal models’ creation

•

Argumentation graphs creation etc.

Open Policy Making - Policy Making and Open Data
Workshop!
Is open data capable of improving political decision making and governance?

Open policy making follows the approach to refine collaborative, evidencebased politics, through applying open data and information technologies.
Decision making can become more accurate, transparent and comprehensible.
We invite you to an open discussion on the 10th of November 2016 at the
Fraunhofer institute FOKUS in Berlin. The European research project Policy
Compass and invited speakers from prominent research projects and
organisations address the workshop to modern policy-makers, SMEs, data
journalists and research institutions working on this topic.
We warmly welcome you to debate with us about how we can shape politics
and policy making more efficient and transparent through open data and IT
technologies.
The participation is free of charge, but registration is required here.
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The Project
Policy Compass will make better use of
Europe's open public data resources and
empower policy-makers and citizens (especially
the younger generation) to better assess
government policies in the policy analysis and
monitoring phases of the policy cycle.

Project Coordinator
Fraunhofer FOKUS (Germany) Partners
• Brunel University (UK)
• ATOS S.A. (Spain)
• Liquid Democracy E.V. (Germany)
• National Technical University of Athens
(Greece)
• St. Petersburg National Research
University (Russian Federation)
• Cambridgeshire County Council (UK)

Duration
Start: 1 October 2013; 36 months

URL
http://www.policycompass.eu

Programme
FP7 – ICT – 2013 - 10

Research areas
Policy Compass combines research and
technologies from several research areas
including Policy impact evaluation, Open
Data exploitation, Fuzzy Cognitive Maps,
Argumentation and eParticipation.
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Policy Compass Walkthrough Videos
In the Policy Compass YouTube channel, users may now find a
set of walkthrough videos.
In a short time frame, these videos aim to present concisely
and effectively the main functionalities of the Policy Compass
platform, guiding end users on how to use the various platform
functionalities.

presented by Policy Compass partner Fraunhofer FOKUS,
accompanied by a presentation of a demo prepared through
the Policy Compass platform.

Policy Compass at Expertise, evidence and
argumentation in the context of public
policy-making workshop!
Evidence-based policy-making rests on three pillars that
correspond to interlocking phases of the policy-making process.
Addressing the relation between evidence, explanation/
prediction, and argumentation, the workshop shaded light on
how evidence is selected, assessed and presented to support a
policy, thus combining communicative, scientific, and political
considerations.

Policy Compass at the Data for Policy
Conference
The Data for Policy conference is an independent initiative
to promote interdisciplinary and cross-sectoral discussion
between all stakeholders with interest in potentials of Data
Science research to enhance government operations and
policy-making.
Policy Compass partners NTUA and CCC presented a scientific
publication titled “Policy Compass: Prosperity Indicator-based
Accountable Policy Analysis and Evaluation via Open Data
Exploitation"

Policy Compass in the Computational
Models
of
Argument
(COMMA)
Conference!
The International Conference on Computational Models of
Argument (COMMA) is a regular forum for presentation and
exchange of the latest research results concerning theory and
applications of computational argumentation.
A publication titled “Formalizing Balancing Arguments” was

U P C O M I N G
Event

Policy Compass at OW2con’16!
Held for the eighth consecutive year, OW2con’16 brought
together the OW2 open source community and technology
experts, software architects, IT developers, project managers
and decision-makers from all around the world.
Policy Compass was presented in the context of OW2con’16 as
a service very relevant to the European Data Portal, the portal
aiming to become the catalogue of all European public data
providing them in all official languages of the European Union.

We would like to thank all of you for your interest in the
Project!
Please visit our website in regular intervals, as we will
keep posting interestng news and data stories, while we
invite you to fully experiment with Policy Compass!

E V E N T S

Details

Open Policy Making When:
Policy Making and
Open Data Workshop!

Policy Compass partner Fraunhofer FOKUS, represented
by Tom Gordon, gave a presentation on the new version of
Carneades model of structured argumentation (Version 4),
developed in the context of Policy Compass, with better
support for cumulative arguments, practical reasoning and
multi-criteria decision analysis, applying the insights above,
together with web-based software tools using this model to
support argument construction, evaluation and visualisation
tasks.

Where:
Website:

PolicyCompassEU
PolicyCompass

10 November 2016
Berlin, Germany
http://www.policycompass.eu
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